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As a marketing leader who has also spent time on the
agency/supplier side of the equation I have a bit of a
love/hate relationship with procurement. In the early years of
my career, while I was still in the agency world, I perceived
procurement as a daunting hurdle pushing me toward onerous
contract or payment terms that stood between me and an
exciting creative challenge. Over the last eight years in my
roles leading various marketing organizations, I have grown to
appreciate and value what a great partnership with marketing
procurement can look like.
As businesses scale, procurement becomes an essential part of
the business, but the relationship between marketing and
procurement isn’t always easy either. CMOs want “Yes!” but
they frequently see procurement as “No!”, “Not yet!”, or “Not
that much!”. Here are 3 great habits to build an effective
relationship with marketing procurement from a marketing
leader’s perspective.

Get Procurement Involved Early
Procurement is rarely a fast process. Yes, they might rush an
initiative from time to time, but you can quickly use up your
credibility if you use that “card” too often. The reality is
marketing procurement is really there to help and if you keep
open communication and get them involved early in the process
they can actually make the process more enjoyable and take a
lot of heavy lifting off the marketing team.

Demonstrate Fiscal Savvy
Do you enjoy it when people respect your craft? For marketers
it is very easy to appreciate the quality of another
marketer’s work and respect them for it. Unfortunately this
mutual appreciation is not always apparent with marketing and
procurement. If you want your marketing procurement to go the
extra mile for you then demonstrate a strong effort to
contribute to their work in a meaningful way by demonstrating
your own fiscal savvy. Their earned respect will improve your
relationship and give you more credibility in future
interactions.

Pick & Choose Your Battles
Like any great long standing love affair you need to know when
to pick and choose your battles. Marketing procurement can be
an incredible asset to help you get the most value,
innovation, and creativity out of your partners. Their methods
may not always align with your own, but respect your partners,
and entrust them to do their job. From time to time you’ll
need to make your boundaries clear on areas that could cause
significant determinants to your partnerships or to reach your
marketing goals. Hopefully your partners in procurement also
understand that they too will need to pick and choose their
battles.

Any Great Relationships Starts With
Aligned Values
Once I understood what a great relationship could look like I
started to work harder toward collaborating. I worked to align
on metrics that mattered and made sure procurement understood
why certain metrics were important and how that was driving my
decision making around broader company goals. Responses that I
feared like “No!”, “Not yet!”, or “Not that much!” in fact

became “What about this?”, “Here’s the plan.” and “We got more
of what you wanted.” and for that I’m eternally thankful.
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